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  Feeling complete and fulfilled when you’re on a diet may seem difficult, but it’s the only way to
turn your daily diet into a healthy way of living.A historical diet for modern moments—feast on the
easy and hearty dishes in The Paleo Cookbook rather than turn back. Naturally promoting
superior health and weight control, The Paleo Cookbook serves up wholesome recipes from all
over the world that emphasize lean proteins, vegetables, fruits and healthful fat. With this
cookbook, I can easily prepare and cook a different, nutritious, and tasty meal almost everyday
of the year. The Paleo Cookbook contains: 300 Family Favorite Quality recipes for breakfast,
lunch time, and dinner, including side dishes, snacks and drinks Simple Directions for meals
that are as an easy task to make as they are to eat A Comprehensive Summary on everything
you need to know about the paleo way of life The Paleo Cookbook brings you recipes such as:
Banana Berry Pancakes, Chicken Avocado Wrap, Common Gazpacho, Chimichurri Strip Steaks,
Mediterranean Lamb Burgers, Spinach Lamb Casserole, Tangy Beef Brisket, Garlic Ginger
Poultry, Baked Eggplant Steaks with Quick Tomato Sauce, plus much more! “I adored how this
reserve gave not only several recipes to fit every palate, but it also gave me the history behind
the diet itself. A staple for any paleo desk, The Paleo Cookbook offers you your fill of a
wholesome and balanced lifestyle with every dish.” —Nneka Gunn, reader of The Paleo Cookbook
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Content looks good, unusual that the pics are B+W Does anyone else think it is extremely
strange that the photos in the cookbook are in dark and white?? I've never seen any such thing,
the meals that there are pictures of do not appearance appetizing at all. Overall, the recipes look
pretty good and simple and easy to make which is wonderful but I was certainly thrown off by
the black and white photos. This is the worst cook book I have ever bought This is the worst
cook book I've ever bought. Every recipe I've tried so much has had errors. It will either give a list
of ingredients and then fail to tell you what to do with one of these or like the one i am cooking
food right now. I recommend this book!.?!.. The author of this cookbook has taken the time to
highlight the fundamentals of the diet, share the origins, and give an acceptable set of
ingredients. Positive thing I consider myself a good cook and know what a whole chicken bakes
perfectly at. But for some people this may be really frustrating and it is for me personally when I
am in a rush to make a meal for my children. I've appeared through a whole lot of Paleo
cookbooks, so it is not often I come across much that is truly unique, but this cookbook
experienced quite a few dishes I hadn't found variations of before! Im sure you can find better
Paleo cookbooks out there. One Star Black and white photos in a cookbook? I came back it. The
recipes were varied and an easy task to execute Paleo diets have become very popular.ummmm
what temp should a person reduce it to? The publication begins with instructions on how to "go
paleo"The writer presented the facts logically and the book experienced well researched. The
quality recipes had been varied and easy to execute. Purchaser beware. The foodstuffs look
easy to make and the dietary plan as a whole is presented so that it doesn't experience
intimidating. While I really do not plan to adopt a comprehensive paleo diet, I really do intend to
incorporate many of the ideas and make even more of the recipes. Great Item! I only wish this
book came with beautiful color pictures. good grief i was worried about the dark and whote
photos but they are actually no big offer! Whether you are Paleo or not really.) eating want fred
and barney i didn't buy this, my partner did. but she doesn't price anything and it'll stay right here
until i do. I do like eating like a caveman, don't you. I mean they used lots of truffle oil and eggs,
top quality meat and of course genuine butter, none of this yucky margarine. I am usually do not
adhere to a strict Paleo diet plan. Only the best, i don't know how they afforded it at the
supermarket in paleolithic days but it probably only price several clams, right? Five Stars Love
what We tried, but still new to me. Excellent recipes! First you take in with your eyes, then you
eat together with your stomach ; Fast shipping. Cavemen eat better than i am used to
consuming. Others may like it but not I. Great Cookbook for Lo-Carb Diet programs.. Many paleo
cook book recipes use a large amount of expensive ingredients and so are time consuming. I've
already made about half twelve of the meat dishes, several of the veggies and a dessert. The
book is well organized and truly has a wide selection of types of dishes. I've purchased a
number of these types of cookbooks, and undoubtedly this one is the best. Several co-workers
have previously ordered their own after looking through mine. Great cook book!! There are a
great number of great recipes in this book.. I have tried most of the recipes plus they are
delicious! Sometimes I do not have much time to spend in the kitchen and this book provides
quality recipes for individuals who live very busy lives.. Nice Gift dark and white?it tells you to
roast the chicken in 475 for 25 moments and then reduce the temperature and continue steadily
to cook 45 a few minutes.? A cookbook without pictures or with very little pictures is kind of
boring to me. lots of neat stuff to create!! Five Stars Enjoy the book. thank you!!! FUZZY BLACK
AND WHITE PHOTOS Sorry, but to my thought process, a cookbook without color photos is not
worth looking at. The photos in this book are in tones of gray. This publication os nothing like
that. Would Buy Again I actually am doing a low carb (but not totally Paleo) diet.fuzzy, not clear



and totally uninteresting if you ask me. But I found these quality recipes to be befitting just
about anyone. I'll give it apart for a gift. Great book Great recipes. Some elements are hard to
find but all in I came across a lot of options. we all viewed the Flintstones. And I'd definitely
recommend this book for anyone attempting to start eating paleo or who wants to add more
quality recipes to their diet. I've looked through many Paleo cookbooks which one has become
the best! They are really delicious, really easy recipes. Nice Item, I'd buy it once again!! i like the
book!
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